
Dan Wiederrecht Pondersoa 

I collected this tree with Steve Varland the spring of 2015. Steve was a bit skeptical about the 

root mass, while I was more confident. That may have been a bit of over confidence on my part but the 

tree thrived none the less. It grew surprisingly strong in 2015 and just as strong again in 2016.  

(Pre collection, May 2015) 

 

Late summer of 2016 we had Matt Reel and Tyler Sherrod (Both students of Shinji Suzuki in 

Japan) visiting to work on trees and do a bit of collecting with us. They set the initial structure for me, 

mentioning that it would need a bit more adjustment and movement of the larger branches over time.  

(In the yard September 2015) 

 



(After initial styling in August of 2016) 

 

 

 



Todd Schlafer helped me to tighten the structure up a bit at a workshop that next spring. 

(After Todds help 2017 with Jim’s sexy car as the backdrop) 

 

The tree was then potted with Todd Schlafer the next spring. 

 

(The ponderosa on left with several other trees I potted with Todd that spring 2017) 



 

 

The next time I worked with the tree was February 2019. As I worked it I decided to shift the 

apex further to the right and allow for an added branch in the back of the tree at the same as there were 

very few back branches. 

(Photo session in my basement February 2019) 

 



After that styling I submitted the tree to one of the member critiques on the bonsai Mirai 

Forum, where Ryan chose it for the video critique and gave me several pointers on the design. He 

suggested further moving the foliage mass to the right for a bit more asymmetry, and also a possible 

square container in the future. 

The tree has not been repotted yet, but I had also considered a square container (I believe Tyler 

Sherrod also suggested square), so I may very well end up going that way next time it’s potted. 

I then worked on the tree this August in preparation for the 2020 RMBS virtual show. 

(Submission photo for the Virtual show) 

  

I have grown a lot with this tree, and I feel lucky and honored to continue learning as I share in 

its development.  


